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Certificate course in Pre-school Childcare
 and Education

A Course for Teachers and Parents - An attempt

towards self-growth…

The course offered is unique and radical in its

approach and innovative in detail. It emphasizes a

multi-disciplinary approach to child care and

education. It imbibes the integral aspect propounded

by Sri Aurobindo. The course content is based on
the Montessori methodology, with a difference. The

course teaches you how to provide the developmental

inputs needed to educate, strengthen discipline and

refine the body, mind and intellect in light of the child’s

divine essence in order to develop the child’s potential

to its fullest.

Course Objectives:

* Redefining the needs for early child care and

education.

* Development of skills based on the Montessori

paradigm.

* Facilitating self-growth.

* Creating shifts in the way a teacher can value herself

as facltator.

Certificate course for Educational Assistants
( for women only )

A Course to Empower the class assistant for different

classroom needs, for both, the child and the teacher.

Playschools are a social reality and children are

being sent to play schools at a tender age of nearly

18 months. The emotional needs of these children

are for an environment that is conducive and caring.

It is with this social reality that the educational
assistants play a critical role.

Course Objectives:

* To empower the class assistant for different

classroom needs.

* To develop skills for meaningful and engaging class

management.

Certificate course in
Teaching Yoga

A course for those who aspire to explore the

depths of yoga and share it with others

Here is a yoga course with a difference . It would

bring alive hackneyed expressions such as "Yoga is

not just a set of techniques but a way of life”. The

student would get an in-depth knowledge of the

philosophy and practice of yoga with special reference

to Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo and  the Mother .

The course being offered explores the depths of

yoga, and illustrates how yoga enables us to live a

life full of peace, joy and above all, purpose.

Course Objectives:

* To prepare qualified and competent yoga teachers.

* To impart yoga in tune with integral yoga of

Sri Aurobindo and the Mother.

* To bring yoga in one’s life and also organize

courses for diverse groups such as children, young

adults and elderly.



 It will suitably equip them to use English in a wide

variety of contexts relevant to their work, study, future

plans and socio-cultural life. Exposure to various

kinds of writing in English will also broaden the

mental horizon of students and enable them to handle

emerging situations in a meaningful and logical

manner. Modern audio-visual aids, interactive group

activities in the class and emphasis on mechanics
of writing and conversation will be used to achieve

the desired goals.

Course Objectives:

* Preparing students to use English in a wide variety

of contexts relevant to their work, future plans,

study and social activities.

* Enabling the students to speak English fluently and
appropriately;

* Preparing the students to read and comprehend a

variety of texts for different purposes.

* Enabling them to wirte correctly and effectively in

formal and informal situations.

Feedback from students
of previous years

“The course has helped me evolve as a human being. I

have learnt a great deal about little kids and their

psychology.”

 ————

 “I feel grounded and centered like never before, and
equipped with all tools necessary to be able to lead a

healthy and productive life ahead.”

————

“As I have always said, I want to spread colors on the

canvas of life; this course has given back my lost colors

to paint the canvas of my as well as other’s life.”

————

“Our interactions with eminent writers, journalists,
publishers, il lustrators have been extremely

enlightening and a great learning experiences. In my

effort to write and express myself, I have realized a

sense of freedom and joyfulness in my own self.”

————

“ I had completely forgotten that writing is an effective

medium to bring out one’s inner feelings.......With this

course I have rediscovered the language”

————

“I get enriched in a grounded way in a wonderful natural
environment. A feeling of coming to school just like

old times without any pressure of outside - but my own

desire to grow of gracefully. Great humbling feeling

and restored my self-esteem.”

————

“All the general myths, which one generally has, have

been clarified and realized. There is a lot more to yoga

than just asanas, pranayama or mediation. Inculcate

yoga in our daily life with a yogic attitude.”
————

How to apply?

The application form may be obtained for Rs.100 from

the Mirambika Research Centre (MRC) office, or

downloaded free from our website:

http://sites.google.com/site/mbkresctr

Mirambika Research Centre Campus

Certificate course in
Creative Writing

A course for those with an urge to write

Words create magic. The course in Creative Writing

is designed for all those who love writing and are

awed by the power of the word to create magic. What

do writers do with words that invest them with so

much power? The course addresses this issue and

takes you on a journey to witness all that goes into

the writing of poems, short stories, travelogues,book

reviews and articles for the print media. It attempts
to motivate you to try your hand at transferring your

thoughts, ideas and feelings into words and there

on to the printed page.

Course Objectives:

* To develop skills of good writing.

* To focus on writing of fiction in the form of short

stories and poems and non-fiction in the form of
articles on diverse subjects.

* To facilitate interactions with reputed authors,

illustrators, editors and publishers.

Certificate course in Communication Skills
in English

( for women only )

A Course for those who wish to acquire and

improve English Language Skills.

This course is aimed at improving the proficiency of

students in (i) Writing (ii) Speaking (iii) Reading.


